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Helping Students Hook Up with Cash: Teaching Grant Writing

The following exercise is adapted from my presentations to piano pedagogy students, and from material in the
University of Arkansas-Little Rock Office of Research and Sponsored Programs workshop on grant writing
by Judy Camp.  It is designed to help students learn to craft a solid grant proposal, and avoid common grant-
writing pit-falls.

In addition to question-answer activities, it is recommended that students make use of the software program
Inspiration to assist with their brainstorming process in developing a grant proposal.

Main Objective:  students will become familiar with the vocabulary of grant-writing, and be able to
successfully develop a grant proposal for a small-scale project.

o What is a grant?
o What are the objectives and guidelines of the funding source?
o What should my grant proposal include?
o Where do I find grant resources for my professional projects?

1) A grant is a financial award, usually for undertaking a project.  Among the kinds of grants available
to those in the field of music are:

• Travel grants to help defray the cost of air fare, car travel and/or lodging in
order to participate in a conference, festival or other arts event

• Research grants to assist with the cost of conducting a research project, which
may include costs for travel, acquisition of research materials or equipment

• Educational resource grant to upgrade the teaching facilities you use through
acquisition of better equipment, scores, etc.

“When you write a grant, you are attempting to persuade a group of people who may or may not know you to
give you a large amount of money to do “good work” in your community. (You can define good work and

community fairly broadly--for researchers, this means to explore a possible research question.)

Doing this well requires that you write rhetorically: addressing your audience’s needs, creating persuasive
appeals, developing/framing a problem and solution, designing a readable, scannable document, etc.”

Prof. Barbara L’Eplattenier, Dept. of Rhetoric & Writing
University of Arkansas-Little Rock

2) Know your audience.  The Request for Proposals (RFP) is usually very specific.  Some organizations
only fund graduate assistants to staff a project, stipends, materials (office supplies, paint, things that
get used up), but not equipment (computers, instruments, etc.).  Analyze the sponsor’s needs.  Your
proposal should echo the sponsor’s goals.

3) An individual grant proposal in the arts commonly includes 6 sections, and is typically about 5 pages
long.  The sections are:

a. Abstract: this should be very strong.  Some reviewers will not read past the abstract, and if
you don’t make a case here, they won’t bother reading the rest of your document.
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The abstract should be written after you have completed the grant proposal, because it is a
summary of the proposal.  Think in terms of 3 paragraphs, with the headings:

 Summary
 Intellectual Merit
 Broader Impact

b. Introduction, aka Problem Statement:  this 1-2 pragraph section should describe you or your
ensemble, the title of your project, a concise explanation of your goals, and how money from
the grantor will assist in achieving those goals.

c. Objectives, aka Defining the Need:  again, this should be concise.  The reviewer wants to
know if your objectives are realistic and if your project can be successfully completed.  What
is the rationale for undertaking this project?  Why does this project deserve to be funded?

Use goal-oriented words: To Appreciate, To Understand, To Advocate, To Analyze,To
Illustrate,To Participate, To Integrate,To Recommend, etc.

Remember, the need represents a gap between what presently exists, and what could exist in
the future.  Describe how your project’s outcome will produce desirable changes.

d. Estimated Budget and Time Frame: this should be accurate and carefully researched.  Look
up travel information on a site such as Orbitz, look up equipment costs and cite the source of
the price quotes, look up conference registration costs, etc.  You can add credibility to your
project by making sure the budget items relate to the project objectives.

e. Impact, aka Outcome:  this is the evaluation element of your proposal.  The reviewer wants to
know how you will know if the project was successful.  If this is a travel grant to study with a
famous teacher at a festival, how are you going to demonstrate what you accomplished?
Perhaps by giving a recital.  If this is a research grant to examine manuscripts in a monastery
in Rome, how are you going to prove you learned something?  Perhaps by giving a paper on
the topic at a professional conference, or publishing an article.  If this is an educational
resource grant, perhaps it will result in increased enrollment or the ability of students to meet
higher standards.  Will the project continue after the grant?  Will there be a ripple effect,
some sort of enhancement that follows the project?

How will it change people’s knowledge, skills, attitudes or behavior?  What are the benefits,
changes, effects?

f. Appendix:  any extra information or documentation that will help the reviewer see the value
of your project and why it should be funded.  If you are asking for a travel grant to take a
research trip, do you have a letter of acceptance from a host at the place where you plan to
conduct your research?  If you want the money to study with a teacher at a festival, do you
have a letter of acceptance from the teacher?  It would be good to include that here.

4) Examine an RFP, and  make an outline based on what the foundation is requesting.  Use a checklist so
that you make sure your grant proposal is complete.  Now is a good time to use Inspiration software.
To download a free trial version of the software, go to
http://inspiration.com/freetrial/index.cfm?fuseaction=insp_qual_form
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5) Research where to find funding sources.  Look for grants locally first.  Your school or department, the
university graduate student council, your local arts council, your state arts council.  Grant resources
can also be identified through databases such as

a. Children’s Music Workshop:  Music Education Online:  Grants Center
http://www.childrensmusicworkshop.com/resources/grants.html

b. InfoED.org (SMARTS/SPIN Matching and Research Transmittal System)
c. IRIS  (Illinois Researcher Information Service)
d. Grants.gov
e. Grants for Individuals:  Arts
f. National Education Association Arts Grant Program
g. National Endowment for the Arts
h. New York Foundation for the Arts

6) Grant organizations are usually very specific about the kind of things they are willing to fund.
Funding requests that do not meet the criteria of what the grant organization likes to fund will not be
seriously considered.  You must be prepared to meet the exact requirements of the granting agency.

The Big Picture

What is your project?
o Travel to where?  Departing when?  Returning when?
o What is the name of the conference of event?
o What is your involvement:  auditor, presenter, performer, assistant organizer?

What is the project budget?
If this is a travel project:

o Registration or tuition
o Airfare or mileage and/or car rental
o Cab fare or Public Transportation Costs
o Lodging (# of nights times room rate + tax)
o Meals
o Other

Use a spreadsheet to total up costs.  Paste the data into your MS Word document, your finished grant
proposal.  Budget justification:  “This is the first time this information will be presented at a national
meeting” etc.  The major items on your budget should have a little blurb that tells “why.”

If this is a research project:
o Postage
o Long-distance phone calls
o Copy costs
o Office supplies
o Travel
o Equipment
o Other
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If this is an educational resource project to establish or upgrade a teaching space:
o Equipment (How many student work stations?  How many digital pianos?  How

many computers?  How many desks and chairs and stands?  How many white
boards?  Digital Cameras?  Audio recorders? Books and scores and recordings? etc.)

o Maintenance (estimate and additional 20% of the cost of the equipment as
maintenance money for the end of the first year of use to replace broken headphones,
etc.)

What writing style manual should you use?

Modern Language Association (MLA) style is common in the arts and humanities.
http://www.mla.org/style

Common Pit-falls to Avoid

Budget errors:
If your proposal has: The grant reviewer’s impression is:
Incomplete Budget Sloppy preparation
Inflated Budget Wasteful
Low Budget Doubtful planning ability

Tips for Proofreading
1. Read aloud
2. Put Space/Time between Writing and Proofreading/Editing
3. Know Yourself – Your Favorite Errors
4. Use Spell Check
5. Ask Other People
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